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CA Independent Patrick and Co. Marks 140th Anniversary

Margins
Got You Worried?

In San Francisco this month, Jim Patrick and his team at Patrick &
Company are getting ready to celebrate something truly special: their
140th year of continuous service to the business community!
Jim’s grandfather, James Howard Patrick, founded the business as
a single store in San Francisco’s financial district back in 1873 and
they’ve been a fixture of the community ever since.
Today, the dealership operates five stores, four in San Francisco and a
fifth in nearby Palo Alto. And, reports Jamie Patrick, general manager
and the fourth generation of the family to work there, the company is
well set to maintain its proud traditions for many more years to come.
“We’ve always had a philosophy of owning the places where we operate and only spending what we make,” says Jamie. “That may sound
conservative but it’s allowed us to stay strong and profitable no matter
what the competition or the economy in general. It also helps that we
have an outstanding team of dedicated employees with many years of
industry experience and a tremendous, service-oriented work ethic.”
Unlike most dealers these days, retail store business is still an important part of the business for the Patrick’s team, with walk-in trade accounting for fully 75% of total volume.
“We’re certainly competitive on price but we’re not really looking to
fight our battles on the commodities front,” explains Jamie. Instead,
he reports, the dealership’s product mix has been trending towards
upscale, more personalized products.
For example, he points out, Patrick’s carries over 200 different writing
instruments and a broad assortment of books and journals. They also
recently put in a new assortment of smart phone cases and other accessories, also with an upscale emphasis.
“In the new economy, people may be buying less office supplies for
their offices but we see them buying more items for their personal use
and that means some attractive margin opportunities for us,” he says.
So just to spell out what we’ve got here: a retail-oriented, family-owned
and operated business that’s been doing very nicely thank you for 140
years in an industry that typically views retail as dead and family business as an endangered species. If all that isn’t worth some very special
celebrating, we don’t know what is.

As our cover story this month
makes all too clear, there are no
easy answers for any independent when it comes to managing
margins. Doing it right is a time-consuming, labor-intensive
task that ultimately is never-ending.
That’s the bad news.
The good news, and it is good news, is that dealers today
have at their disposal more tools than ever before—from
their wholesalers, buying groups and technology providers—which may not necessarily turn margin management
into a one-click-takes-care-of-everything process, but
which at least have the potential to enable dealers to compete in the most challenging markets and still maintain a
respectable profit level.
That, of course, assumes that dealers make the necessary
investment—particularly in training—to make the most of
what these tools offer.
Unfortunately, that’s a big assumption in far too many cases. Talk to just about any of the folks offering programs
and services to help dealers manage their margins and a
picture of an 80/20 world emerges and it’s not a good one.
The ugly truth, at least from their perspective, is that 80%
of what these tools can do generally goes unexploited because only 20% of the dealers who have signed for them
have also made the necessary commitment to make sure
they use them properly.
What percentage does your dealership fall under? Do the
people responsible for maintaining margins in your business have the tools they need? Even more importantly,
do they have the training and skills to put them to work
properly?
If you don’t have the right answers to those two questions,
now might be a good time to go looking for them. Otherwise, chances are you’ll eventually have a whole lot more
to worry about.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Winner’s Circle - continued from page 2
So it should come as no great surprise, but it’s certainly impressive nonetheless, that this year’s Northern California City of Hope
Golf Benefit set a new fundraising record.

Northern CA Golf Benefit
Sets New Record for City of Hope

The event, now in its fourth year, was hosted by Redwood Citybased The Office City and The Godfrey Group rep organization
and generated over $100,000, as 114 golfers teed up at the
famed Peninsula Golf and Country Club in San Mateo.
The evening before, The Office City’s Dick Dodge and his wife
Ginny hosted attendees for dinner at their home, with entertainment provided by Navitor’s Paul Ventimiglia and Deflecto’s
Bill Schwartz on the keyboard. Their musical talents raised over
$1,000 alone.

Attendees at this year’s Northern California Golf Benefit for the City of Hope had plenty
of reasons to smile as the event set a new record for funds raised. Left to right: Nick
Aronis of The Godfrey Group; City of Hope’s Monique De Vaughn; 2013 Spirit of Life
honoree Bob Keller of ACCO Brands, Matt Dodd of City of Hope and Dick Dodge, Bill
Jones and Jerry Carroll, all of The Office City.

This year’s Spirit of Life honoree, Bob Keller of ACCO Brands,
was also in attendance and he spoke of the great work the City
of Hope is doing to fight cancer.
Keller will be honored later this month at a gala awards banquet
in Chicago, September 26. For more information or to register,
visit www.cityofhope.org/national-office-products-industry.

In good times and bad, one thing that stays constant in the office
products industry is the support it provides the City of Hope cancer research and treatment center.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Keeney’s Office Supply, WA Dealer, Earns Special
‘Best Workplace for Waste Prevention’ Honors
Congratulations are in order for Lisa Keeney McCarthy and her
team at Keeney’s Office Supply in Redmond, Washington, which
last month was recognized by their local county government as one
of the area’s best workplaces for waste prevention and recycling.
Keeney’s got the award this year in part for their recycling partnership with a local cartridge company that has allowed them to keep
more than 10,000 toner cartridges from going to landfills annually.

waste, you will be amazed at how little it takes and how easy it
is to do the ‘right thing,’” says Lisa. And if your own green efforts
garner some positive local PR and also strengthen relationships
with some key customers, that’s not a bad thing, either!

VIP Office Furniture & Supply,
GA Dealer, Holds Fourth Annual Consumer Expo

Environment honors are hardly new for Lisa and her team. This
year marks the third time they have been recognized as a best
workplace for waste prevention and the award comes on the
heels of a special Environmental Excellence award from the Port
of Seattle for the Sustainable Office program Keeney’s has provided them since 2010.
Keeney’s recycles pens, markers and mechanical pencils through
the “Terracycle” program, styrofoam through “Styro-Cycle” and
their wooden pallets are reused by a neighbor. And they recently
retrofitted lighting in their warehouse with new fixtures that are
expected to generate annual energy savings of over 30%.
“Once you start the process of looking into ways to reduce your

It was show time in Hinesville, Georgia, last month, as VIP Office
Furniture & Supply held its third annual Customer Appreciation Expo.
Some 400 customers and friends attended the event, which ran
from 10 am to 2 pm at VIP’s main Hinesville location.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Winner’s Circle - continued from page 6
Primary sponsor for the Expo was S.P.
Richards, with a number of independent
rep firms also in attendance.

Vancouver’s Costless Express
Re-Brands / Re-Invents as Lykki

“We were very pleased with this year’s
event,” reported VIP’s Barbara Pilkinton.
“We had a steady flow of quality traffic all
day and our vendors had plenty of time
to talk to attendees and bring them up to
date on new products.”
Government sales account for a significant part of VIP’s total revenue and the
current sequester has made life a little
more challenging than usual, Barbara
reports. But, she adds, the sequester is
just the kind of situation that the independent’s ability to respond quickly to new
market trends is made for and VIP has
been able to keep business heading in the
right direction, even with the sequester,
thanks to stepped up efforts in the commercial market.

In Vancouver, Canada, Calvin Johnson
and his team at the dealership formerly
known as Costless Express have been
riding the wave of a radical re-branding
and re-invention effort that has not only
given the business a new name and new
graphics but also brought with it a new
mission, new computer hardware and
software and more.
It all started about 18 months ago, Calvin recalls, with an innocent question from
a friend: What gets you out of bed in the
morning?
It seemed simple enough, but the more

www.moorecoinc.com
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Calvin thought about it, the more significance it took on for the business.
“What were we really about and what was
the basic purpose of the company?” he
remembers asking himself. “Was it just
about selling stuff or was there more to it
than that?”
After much soul-searching, Calvin concluded that the most important thing
about the dealership he had founded
nearly 25 years ago was its culture and all
the little things he and his team did that
made them different.
He decided that selling office products
was simply a vehicle that allowed him and
his team to serve a higher purpose which
he defined as “energizing people and infusing a little happiness in the world.”
“All the Costless Express name said was
‘cheap and fast.’ That wasn’t what we
were about in any real sense and I knew it
was time to do something about it,” Calvin explains.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Winner’s Circle - continued from page 8
Fast forward 18 months and Costless is gone and in its place
stands Lykki, with a whole new look and feel and messaging.
The name itself, Calvin explains, comes from the Danish word for
happiness, but don’t think for one minute that happiness at Lyyki
doesn’t co-exist with some hard-nosed business smarts.
Along with the re-branding, Calvin also implemented a few other
major changes. For example, Lykki replaced its traditional, no
minimum order delivery policy with a $10 charge for any orders
under $75.
“We knew if we were going to wow our customers and be able
to spread happiness, we couldn’t have customers who weren’t
profitable,” Calvin explains.
Six months after implementing the new policy, the dealership has
lost some customers, Calvin admits, but, he adds, they’ve also
seen just as many increase their order size to stay on the books.
And if rebranding and a new delivery policy weren’t enough, Calvin and his team also put in a brand new e-commerce solution
that they built themselves from the ground up and replaced all
their IT hardware with new units.
“The office products industry today is right on the verge of a
huge Internet wave and either you’re going to be ready to surf
that wave or you’re going to sink,” Calvin warns. “We really haven’t seen anything yet from the likes of Amazon and the other
pure Internet resellers and we have to be ready for the new generation of consumers or suffer the consequences.”

active role in planning and preparations and was delighted to see
all the hard work pay off to the tune of some $40,000 raised by
the event.
“A commitment to giving back to the community is a key part of
who we are as a dealership and United Cerebral Palsy is just one
of several organizations we support,” says Dan. “People see you
in a different light when you are volunteering in the community
and we encourage all our staff to get involved.”
President Rob Proskin is himself a former president of the local
Rotary Club and has held volunteer leadership positions with a
long list of local non-profits that includes Habitat for Humanity,
the Catholic Youth Center, his local community college foundation and the local downtown business development organization.
“We’ve never got any business directly from our involvement in
the community,” says Dan, “but it’s very important and very good
for business when it comes to developing the long-term relationships that are so critical to what we do and how we go to
market.”

KDI Design, IL, Dealer, Spearheads
Breast Cancer Awareness and Support Effort

As Calvin Johnson and his team look back over the past 18
months, they see change on a grand scale and at breakneck
speed. But, he says, he wouldn’t have done too much any differently.
Lykki today is business far removed from the old Costless Express, with a new brand, new infrastructure and a far clearer and
more ambitious mission. And, adds Calvin with a wry smile, he’s
got more reasons to get out of bed in the morning these days
than he ever had before!
Part of the ice sculpture from KDI’s Vegas Night fundraiser.

MA Dealer BBE Office Interiors Sponsors Local United
Cerebral Palsy Golf Tournament
In Pittsfield, Massachusetts, Rob Proskin and his team at BBE
Office Interiors were hitting the greens in support of a worthy
cause recently, when they served as a major sponsor of a local
United Cerebral Palsy Golf Tournament.
BBE not only helped underwrite the event but they also sent two
teams of players, reports BBE vice president Dan Proskin.
As an active member of his local UCP chapter and a board member of the group for the past two years, Dan himself played an
SEPTEMBER 2013

When Kit DeWitt, principal of KDI Design in Geneva, Illinois, lost
a close friend to breast cancer in 2009, she vowed to try and do
something about it and made it KDI’s goal to raise funds and
spread awareness of breast cancer and how to fight it.
Fast forward just four short years later and KDI for a Kure, the organization Kit and her team put together, has already raised more
than $50,000 and logged close to 900 miles in various charity
walks in the metropolitan Chicago area.
“Our mission,” Kit explains, “is to help eradicate the insidious
disease, sparked by those we know that have become inflicted
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Winner’s Circle - continued from page 10
by breast cancer. We walk in support of those that fight, and in
memory of those that have lost their fight, in hopes of making a
difference and reducing the statistic that indicates many broken
hearts.”

Softball Team Sponsorship Shows Up in the Win
Column at ND Independent Office Peeps

Cornerstone of KDI’s fundraising efforts is its annual Las Vegas
night, which comes complete with a silent auction and numerous
prize drawings and that typically raises some $15,000.
But it’s not just Kit who’s leading the charge on all this. About half
of the KDI team participates in the walks and many of the dealership’s business partners and customers also lend their support,
reports project coordinator Ginny DeWitt, a co-founder of KDI
for a Kure.
And while raising $50,000 in just four years is no mean feat, Kit
and her team are hardly resting on their laurels. They’ve set a
new goal of $75,000 by 2015. If their past record offers any indication, they should have no trouble meeting it!

Chuckals Office Products, WA Dealer, Hosts Sixth
Annual Charity Golf Tournament
Tacoma-based Chuckals Office Products last month hosted its
sixth annual Charity Golf Tournament and raised almost $20,000,
double the donations made in 2012, which was shared equally
by the City of Hope and the Friends of American Lake Veterans
Golf Course, an organization dedicated to providing disabled
veterans with rehabilitation opportunities at the golf course operated by a local veterans hospital.
Some 60 golfers took part in the event, which was held at Chambers Bay, home of the 2015 U.S. Open.
In addition, Chuckals hosted a special fundraising meet-andgreet the evening before at which several volunteers and players
spoke about their story and what the golf course has meant for
their recovery.

Jenny Olson (Customer Support) and Jaime Soliz (Warehouse and Installation) suit up
to play on Team Peeps.

If you’re looking for a relatively inexpensive way to boost morale at your dealership and make a positive statement about your
community involvement at the same time, you might take a page
out of Joel Vockrodt’s book at Watertown, South Dakota-based
Office Peeps and sponsor your own softball team.
Joel is hardly the first dealer in the country to go down that road
but his team, suitably named Office Peeps, shows how sponsoring a local sports team can still have a positive impact on
multiple fronts, even in these tech-intensive days.

Also in attendance was a spokesman for City of Hope, sharing
the story of a recent patient who received care.

“We’ve been sponsoring Team Peeps for about two years now,”
Joel reports. “It’s not a big commitment though we do pay for
their uniforms, but it’s mostly about having fun and being out
there in the community.”

Over 27 different office products companies, vendors and customers supported the tournament, including Hewlett-Packard
(Tournament Sponsor), S.P. Richards Co. (Eagle Sponsor) and
Avery (Silver Sponsor).

There are three players from the dealership itself on the Office
Peeps team and while they’re currently batting a little under .500,
they have quietly established a reputation as one of the most
sporting and best-behaved teams in their league.

“As a locally owned and operated business, Chuckals is proud
to support organizations like the Friends of American Lake Veterans Golf Course, who do such outstanding work in support of
the servicemen and women who have given so much on our behalf,” commented Chuckals president Al Lynden. “We very much
appreciate the support of our customers, business partners and
friends who helped make this year’s tournament so successful.
Planning is already underway for an even bigger event next year!”

“It’s a big deal for us that our people are having fun and representing our dealership in the community in a positive way,” says
Joel. “We’re never going to be in the running for a World Series anytime soon but our people appreciate the support and the
folks in the community see we’re involved and giving back.”
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Secrets of Success
Family Business Reborn

Three Nahmias Brothers Bring Father’s Legacy Back to Life
by Jim Rapp

Office 360 owners (from left to right): Lenny, Scott and Steve Nahmias.

Harry Nahmias started Atlas Office Supply in Indianapolis more than 50 years
ago. As in many other family dealerships,
his three sons—Steve, Scott and Lenny—
joined the business.
In 1998, after becoming the leading independent in central Indiana, they sold the
dealership to Boise Cascade though the
sons continued to run the business for
several years.
Anxious to get back into their own business, the brothers acquired a small, $2
million independent in 2008, building it
into the $15 million dollar business it is
today.

How did they do it?
“With the experience of working both as
an independent and for a giant corporation, we picked up a lot of knowledge,”
says Steve Nahmias. “The most important contributor to our success is our luck
in having great people from the very beginning. We were able to bring over a lot
of the people who worked for us at Atlas,
as well as some of the most professional
SEPTEMBER 2013

people from our competitors. They included not only salespeople, but drivers, customer service, operations and others. We
hit the ground running because everyone
knew what to do from day one and as a
result we were able to grow quickly.”

One customer at a time
“While we’re very aware that technology
is critical in any dealer operation today,
we are kind of old school when it comes
to relationship selling,” Steve continues.
“After so many years, it has not been easy
getting those old customers back. Our
growth has been one customer at a time,
no matter whether large or small. It’s really
about our people going out and talking to
previous customers and prospects—not just
our salespeople, but everyone who works
here—all supporting that relationship.”
“What does the future hold,” I asked.
The second generation brothers have recently been joined by a member of the
third generation, Steve’s son, Rayce.
Others will be coming on board, I’m sure,
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Office 360, Indianapolis
• Steve, Scott and Lenny Nahmias, owners
• Larry Sexton, VP of sales
• Supplies, furniture, cleaning, breakroom,
beverages
• Founded: 2008
• Sales: $15 million
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• Partners: TriMega, S.P. Richards
• Online sales: 80%
• www.office3sixty.com

which is reflected in the brothers’ answer
to the question about the future. “We
will be making strategic acquisitions and
growing our business internally as time
goes on,” the brothers said.
“We were given an opportunity to take
a successful dealership from our father,
grow it and be successful. We feel good
that we can do it for our children.”
It doesn’t get any better than that.
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Associated Press Story Highlights
Staples NY State Contract Problems
When Staples earlier this year won the
New York state office supplies contract,
valued at an annual spend of some $66
million, there was doubtless plenty of
champagne flowing in the corridors of
power in Framingham.
As the old saying goes, though, it’s not
always a good idea to wish too hard for
anything because you might just get it!
As INDEPENDENT DEALER contributor Tom Buxton wrote in his column last
month, Staples won the contract with
some over-the-top pricing that included
file folders, batteries, chair mats and over
200 other items available for just 0.01.
But if a story last month by Associated
Press reporter Carolyn Thompson offers any indication, state and local gov-

ernment buyers in New York are finding
gaining access to those prices just a little
more complicated than they expected.
“Some government agencies are having
trouble finding many of the bargain items
in stock and there’s no Easy Button they
can push to make them appear,” Thompson wrote, citing a number of Staples’
state government customers who had
less than stellar reviews for the contract.
“You get all excited and then reality sets
in and you realize, if it looks too good to
be true it probably is too good to be true.
You can’t necessarily get it,” a spokeswoman for New York’s Albany County
told Thompson, who said the Massachusetts-based big box “appears to be struggling to fill orders promptly.”

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

In Buffalo, for example, Thompson talked to a school district buyer who said
she has gotten some supplies, but others
have been on back order for a month or
not available at all. The buyer wondered,
Thompson added, whether Staples was
trying to “wiggle out of” its agreed-to pricing.
Similarly, Thompson reported, Albany
County had received three packages of
file sign-out guides and three boxes of
folders but had yet to receive two shredders, five first aid kits and some labels,
batteries and book ends.
Not surprisingly, perhaps, Staples declined to comment for the story.

AOPD Adds Another New Dealer
The American Office Products Distributors dealer national account network (AOPD) announced last month the addition of
another new dealer member to the organization, Barren County
Business Supply.
Barren County is headquartered in Glasgow, Kentucky, and,

AOPD said, it will help strengthen AOPD’s presence in South
Central Kentucky.
The addition brings AOPD’s membership to 95 dealers and affiliates with 192 locations throughout the United States, as well as
Canada, Europe and Australia.

Independent Stationers Announces National Account Award with ChamberSolutions
The Independent Stationers dealer group last month announced
a new national account agreement for its members with ChamberSolutions, a nationwide buying consortium for chambers of
commerce and business associations.
The agreement is a two-year contract, with two optional oneyear extensions to provide office supplies, paper, ink, toner and
cleaning supplies to chambers and their membership across the
country.
It began in July and provides an opportunity where chambers no

longer have to give up their “buy local” model in order to secure
a highly competitive office supply program, IS said. ChamberSolutions previously held a contract with OfficeMax.
Independent Stationers national account business development
manager Scott Zintz said, “We are very excited about our new
partnership with ChamberSolutions and look forward to a long
and mutually beneficial relationship. This agreement gives Independent Stationers office supply dealers an aggressive contract
to offer their local chamber of commerce, whose affinity proCONTINUED ON PAGE 18
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Industry News - continued from page 16
grams have long been dominated by the big box retailers.”
“We are very excited to offer this industry changing program to
the chamber of commerce community”, said Kenn Penn, president and CEO of Chamber Solutions.
“Through ChamberSolutions’ MyOfficeStore program COC’s can
provide community-based solutions in the field of office products and ensure that ‘buy local’ is a competitive and attractive
offering.
“MyOfficeStore provides a truly unique opportunity for COCs
and their members to get the best solutions across the board:
ultracompetitive pricing on office products, unmatched and
exceptional locally based service and the opportunity to keep
spend truly local.”

TriMega Opens Up Point Nationwide National
Account Program to All Members
TriMega Purchasing Association last month announced it is
opening up its Point Nationwide national/regional account program to all TriMega members.

When the program was launched in the fall of 2010, it was on an
opt in-only basis, with the initial group of participating dealers
required to invest $14,000 over a two-year period to help support
the development of the necessary infrastructure, e-commerce
platform and sales and marketing effort.
Going forward, all TriMega dealers will now have access to the
program with a fee structure based on a percentage of sales
rather than a flat fee or dues.
At the same time, TriMega announced that TriMega EVP Grady
Taylor will serve as managing director of the Point Nationwide
program and that a new bid/proposal team has been put in place
that has already begun to generate positive initial results.
“This change in strategy will allow all TriMega dealers to utilize
the Point Nationwide platform and team for national account opportunities,” Taylor explained.
“It is structured to reflect the evolution of the Point Nationwide
program from what was initially a top-down model, with revenues driven by PNW and gifted to participating members, to a
model focused on dealer relationships and assisting dealers to
sell national accounts.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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Industry News - continued from page 18
The goal, Taylor explained, is for the dealer to leverage his or her relationship with
the end-user, and use Point Nationwide
to provide the central ordering and billing platform for a seamless program with
consistent pricing, reporting, etc.
In addition, he noted, dealers may also
bring large local accounts where the dealer’s platform may not be robust enough to
meet the end-user’s requirements.
“I am very pleased that Point Nationwide
has opened up the program to all TriMega
members,” commented Norman White of
Newtown Office Supply, one of the initial
dealer investors in the group.
“With the positive momentum we have
seen over the last several months, we are
well positioned to onboard more business
and provide new opportunities for all TriMega members. The changes we have
seen in the program make it more suited
to the independent dealer.”

For more information, contact Taylor
at TriMega (PH: 847-627-4182; Email:
gtaylor@trimega.org.)

United Stationers Announces
Enhancements to Solutions
Central Online Resource
Wholesaler United Stationers has announced new enhancements to its Solutions Central online resource for independent dealers.
The online platform, which serves as a
hub of information on United’s news, programs and applications as well as key
industry topics, now has a new look, upgraded functionality and fresh content to
better address reseller needs.
“Solutions Central was originally created
to provide a centralized resource to help
resellers grow their business,” says Unit-

ed VP of marketing Diane Hund. “When
we analyzed how the platform was being used, we found that by simplifying its
functionality, we could make it easier and
faster for our resellers to find the information they needed.” Key upgrades to the
platform include:
•N
 ew Look and Feel: United
Stationers is introducing a new look
for Solutions Central, capitalizing
on current website design best
practices.
•E
 nhanced Content: Fresh content
delivers in-depth, quality information
including areas dedicated to
United’s 7 Moves to Win strategy,
refreshed 2013 tools, 2014
marketing materials, a news landing
page, and a web banner library.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 22

Quick drying,
super smooth
liquid gel ink and
1.0mm bold lines
make your writing
stand out
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Come to EdSpaces to position your independent office products company as a key resource
in the $22 billion educational facilities marketplace. EdSpaces is the ONLY event that brings
together the professionals who design, equip and manage innovative learning environments
and the manufacturers, service providers and dealers who offer the essential solutions.
Find new lines, new products, and new revenue
streams throughout the hall and in specialty
spaces on the exhibit floor that spotlight potential
growth areas for your business.
Learn how to sell more effectively into the education
vertical market at private vendor sales meetings.

Discover innovative marketing ideas at business
sessions aimed at the independent dealer.
Meet qualified buyers from school
districts and colleges with $12+ billion in
construction projects!

KNOWLEDGE PARTNERS:

Committee on Architecture for Education

REGISTER TODAY AT WWW.ED-SPACES.COM

Industry News - continued from page 20
• Easier Navigation & Search
Functionality: A reorganized
navigational structure and search
functionality make it easier for users
to find the information they need.
To learn more, visit:
solutionscentral.ussco.com.

PM Company and Appvion
Partner on New City of Hope
Promotion
Starting October 1 and running through
December 31, PM Company and Appvion
(formerly known as Appleton) are partnering on a special promotion to support the
City of Hope cancer research and treatment center.
As part of the promotion, PM is introducing
a City of Hope-specific version of its Sin-
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gle-Ply Thermal Cash Register/POS Roll
(PMC05214COH) that comes with messaging on the back that thanks the consumer for their support and informs them
that PM and Appvion are donating 5% of
sales of this SKU to the City of Hope.
“PM and Appvion are delighted to partner
on a cause that our entire industry has adopted as its own,” commented PM Company president and CEO Mike Webster.
For more information, please contact your
PM representative or call PM’s Customer
Service Team at 1-800-523-4552.

Clover Releases Annual
Sustainability Report
Clover Holdings, parent company of West
Point Products, Clover Technology Group
and other imaging supplies brands, last
month announced the release of its 2012

INDEPENDENT DEALER

Sustainability Report.
The report, now in its fourth year, outlines the major environmental impacts of
Clover’s business operations in 2012. It
examines the economic, environmental
and social performance of Clover’s operations, reviews 2012 goals and achievements and establishes 2013 objectives.
Key findings Include:
•C
 lover collected over 70.4 million
cartridges and kept 49.9 million
pounds of materials out of landfills.
•T
 he average ink cartridge contained
over 97% post-consumer recycled
content, while the average toner
cartridge contained over 90% postconsumer recycled content.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 24
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Office products
are your world.
They’re our
world, too.
For nearly 25 years, OPMA has
served the office products industry
by delivering results-proven, costefficient marketing solutions. From
catalogs and flyers to websites and
e-commerce tools, we’ve built a
solid reputation on providing our
clients with the materials they need,
when they need them.

e-marketing

To learn more about how our worlds
can come together, contact us at
616.785.6061, or visit opma.com.
Office Products Marketing & Advertising
4211 North Division
Comstock Park, Michigan 49321
616.785.6061

flyers
catalogs
websites

Industry News - continued from page 22
• Clover offset 100% of its U.S.
energy consumption with wind
power and renewable energy credits
• Clover cut paper usage at its
highest print test facility by 50%.
“Since issuing our first sustainability report four years ago, we have made tremendous strides in our endeavor to preserve natural resources, use less energy,
and reduce waste,” said Clover Holdings
CEO Jim Cerkleski.
“We continue to remain committed to the
principal that we must ‘meet the needs
of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their
own needs’ and this report clearly documents the impact of that commitment.”
To view Clover’s 2012 sustainability report,
visit www.clovertech.com/sustainable.

New National Sales Manager
for Premium Compatibles
Premium Compatibles has announced
the appointment of Anthony J. Doucette
as its national sales manager for North
America.
Doucette, who brings over 20 years’ sales
and marketing experience to PCI in the IT
consumables market, will be charged with
supporting and expanding North American sales of the company’s copier, fax,
and multifunction and printer consumables.
He will also be involved in the roll out of
over 300 new PCI consumable SKUs for
Q3 and Q4 2013, as well as an entirely
new product category for PCI in Q1 2014,
the company said. Premium Compatibles
currently offers over 2,400 consumable
ink and toner products.
“I am truly proud to be a part of Premium
Compatibles Inc., a 100% U.S.A.-owned

and operated corporation with the vast
majority of our products made right here
in the United States.” said Doucette, who
will work out of PCI’s Florida location. He
can be contacted via email at anthonydoucette@premiumcompatibles.com or
by phone at 866-574-880.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 26

Office Products Women in Leadership (OPWIL)
is a professional organization connecting women in
leadership roles within the Office Products industry.
Together we can learn, develop and grow while forming
professional connections and developing lasting friendships.

Join our conversation on Facebook and LinkedIn for more information.
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Industry News - continued from page 24
president and CEO of Identity Group, a manufacturer of visual
communication products.
Before joining Identity Group, he held various executive-level positions at Mapa Spontex, Inc. (a U.S.-based cleaning tools subsidiary of Total SA), Newell Rubbermaid and Bic Corporation.
Spear will be based in Tennessee and lead The Highlands Group
National Account Team, which manages the corporate headquarters coverage of wholesalers and office superstore accounts.

WoodWare Expands AV Market Product Line
The HON Company Debuts New Washington,
D.C. Resource Center
The HON Company last month held an Open House for its new,
relocated and expanded Resource Center in Washington, D.C.
The facility is the largest of the five HON Resource Centers strategically located throughout the U.S.
“This new resource center joins our other facilities in supporting
HON’s customers and dealer partners and their business needs
by providing direct, real world examples of effective office design
and demonstrating how thoughtful architecture, planning and
HON furniture come together to create smart workplace solutions inspired by practicality,” said Shelley deSilva, HON vice
president of marketing.
The new showroom, designed by FOX Architects, is targeting
LEED Silver certification. The 10,000 square foot space will be
used as a regional hub for the HON sales team, distribution partners and end customers.
Lebanon, Ohio-based WoodWare Technology Support Furniture
last month announced an expanded product line for the audiovisual market, with the addition of a broad range of new lecterns,
podiums, multi-media presentation carts and mobile charging
carts.

The Highlands Group Names Patrick Spear
Executive VP of National Account Services
The Highlands Group rep
organization last month
announced the expansion of its senior leadership team with the addition of Patrick Spear.
Prior to joining The Highlands Group, Spear was
a founding partner of
Mammoth Office Products and was previously
SEPTEMBER 2013

“As our A-V product line expands, we increase our footprint in
the marketplace and our ability to serve customers and dealers more fully,” said WoodWare Furniture president John Rouse.
“These products are ideal for the education, healthcare, hospitality, business training, military and government environments.”
All WoodWare products are made in the U.S.A. and shipped from
Ohio. For more information, visit www.woodwarefurniture.com.
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Dealers Brace for Next
Round of Strategic
Sourcing
By Paul Miller, NOPA Director of Government Affairs

	The Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative in the government office
products market had a devastating impact on our industry when
it was introduced back in 2010. The whole process caused a
real rift within the industry, as twelve small businesses and one
small business dealer consortium were awarded FSSI BPAs
while over 500 other small businesses that had been selling to
the government were excluded.

I’d be lying to you if I said the rift created by OS2
is gone but it is fair to say that the rift is much
smaller. Indeed, I believe we are more closely aligned as an industry than before. Evidence
of this can be found in the comments made
during GSA’s recent Industry Day in New York
City, where the loudest support for more small
business competition came from those independents currently holding OS2 BPAs.
Those dealers are the ones with the most potentially to lose from more competition but they understand the full impact FSSI has had and could
continue to have on dealers. In my opinion, this
demonstrates a new voice for the industry as we
move forward and prepare for OS3.
We still have some issues, but I believe NOPA
has done a good job trying to mend fences and
work towards a total industry solution that supports all independent dealers.

The association’s FSSI White Paper is a solutions-driven document that offers real ideas to
help build on GSA’s efforts to create genuine
long-term savings for the government. We understand the budget battle waging in Washington. We also understand that the days of more
and more government spending are gone (at
least for now).
With these realizations, NOPA has put together recommendations we hope will be included
in OS3. We believe these recommendations
strengthen FSSI and allow independents more
opportunities to compete for government business today and in the future.
NOPA has spent this year aggressively pursuing
solutions to OS3, with the RFP set to be released
in the fall and awards due to be made in early
2014. NOPA representatives have met with GSA,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 28
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Paul Miller - continued from page 27
the Office of Federal Procurement Policy and key members of
Congress on numerous occasions and briefed them on our proposed solutions.
These meetings have been very productive and have provided
us with tremendous insights into what’s in store for OS3. I do
believe we have a real opportunity to make significant changes
to OS2 that will result in a win-win for all sides. I’m not saying
we’re there yet or that it will be easy, but we are trending in the
right direction.
Although NOPA has some reservations about the methodology
used to calculate the savings reported by GSA, we do acknowledge that FSSI has provided some level of savings to the government. We also have to admit that for the 13 BPA holders, including the small business dealer consortium of over 100 dealers,
FSSI has been a success.
And, while we applaud GSA’s efforts to spend more than 76%
of OS2 with small businesses, it cannot be denied that FSSI has
caused real hardship for a lot of independent dealers all across
the country. Here’s a glimpse of what you may encounter with
OS3 if GSA doesn’t take NOPA’s recommendations:
• In 2011, GSA issued a notice in the Federal Register
requesting comments on their proposal to make FSSI a
mandatory buying vehicle. What this means is that if this
were to occur, FSSI would have mandatory preference right
behind the AbilityOne Program and just ahead of Federal
Prison Industries.
Together as an industry we submitted a joint letter opposing this action. To date GSA has not come out with a final
rule, but we still believe that GSA’s plan is to make FSSI
mandatory and this is backed-up by agency letters we have
received from dealers making this claim.
This move would be devastating to all small
businesses around the country. Currently without having an
FSSI BPA, you can sell to the government. Granted, the opportunities are limited, but you are not completely shut out.
Under the mandatory source scenario you will be locked out
completely.
NOPA, like so many other industries, is on record with GSA
that as a long-term strategy, we believe this is not good for
small businesses or the government. Fewer vendors only
mean higher prices down the road for the government.
• In 2010, we saw 48 bids submitted for OS2. NOPA is urging GSA to increase the number of awards from 15 to 50
awards. We believe 50 is a reasonable and manageable
number of BPAs that will allow for the maximum competition GSA is seeking, but also provides GSA with the longterm savings they want to achieve through FSSI.
SEPTEMBER 2013

•G
 SA is considering making OS3 an “open competition,”
which means there would be a real possibility for non-traditional office products vendors to compete for this
business.
There would be nothing to stop Grainger, Costco, Walmart,
Amazon or others from looking at the sales opportunities
and come in and bid on OS3. This move would be a huge
blow to all sectors if the government moved in this direction.
Part of the reason the Schedule program exists is to get the
best value from vendors who have been vetted by the government. Doing away with that vetting process opens the
government up to fraud, abuse of the contracting process,
higher prices and fewer savings.
•S
 chedule 75 has been closed for over three years now
and there doesn’t seem to be any movement to reopen it
anytime soon.
NOPA supports reopening Schedule 75, even if only temporarily, to give those who want to bid on OS3 an opportunity
to do so. While NOPA agrees with GSA that the Schedule
program has become unmanageable, NOPA believes that
cleaning up the program would, in the long run, be in GSA’s
best interest.
Some independents could lose under this scenario, but it
could also mean new opportunities for those trying to get
on Schedule 75.
•N
 OPA supports adding a new pool in OS3. We would
like to see a separate pool for just small business dealer
consortia. We believe this new pool is important for both
sides. Dealers would just be competing against dealers
and not having to compete against consortia and big box
players.
Having a separate pool also gives dealers a second bite at
the apple. If you bid and don’t receive an OS3 award, you
would likely have an opportunity to join one of the consortia
who do receive an award, which could mean the difference
between dropping out of the government market or continuing to service your current government customers.
•N
 OPA opposes any attempts by GSA to eliminate the
Schedule program. We were told during a meeting in
Washington that once the OS3 awards were made in early
2014, GSA would then move to eliminate Schedule 75.
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Paul Miller - continued from page 28
This question came up during the recent industry day in New
York and GSA officials there said GSA had no plans to eliminate any Schedule at this time. If they weren’t looking to
eliminate Schedule 75, why make OS3 an open competition?
An open competition makes your Schedule 75 useless.

Independent dealers face several new challenges with OS3, but
there is also the promise of more long-term opportunities if we do
our part to show GSA just how much more they can save in the
long run by our recommendations and if GSA is willing to work
with industry more closely and make positive changes to OS2.

NOPA’s goal is to continue to work with GSA on ensuring
this does not happen. We have received conflicting reports
on this issue and we are urging GSA to come out and openly
support keeping Schedule 75.

If you’re a NOPA member I urge you to get actively involved in
this effort. If you’re not a NOPA member, I urge you to join with us
in ensuring independents have an opportunity to be a key partner
to the federal government.

Eliminating Schedule 75 might look like a way to simplify the
acquisition process, but it would mean higher prices, fewer
savings and fewer vendors interested in servicing the government market. Let’s not forget the impact this would have
on local communities, jobs, businesses, and the tax revenue
these communities rely on.

For more information, contact Paul Miller at Miller/Wenhold Capitol Strategies (703-383-1330; pmiller@mwcapitol.com).

As you can see, we still face some big challenges but NOPA has
a plan that it has been pursuing this year and will continue to
pursue to promote our policy changes and recommendations.
These changes make sense and provide both the government
and industry a real opportunity to change the procurement landscape in a positive way for years to come.

Paul Miller is a founding partner in Miller/Wenhold Capitol Strategies, LLC,
providers of direct and grassroots lobbying, legislative and regulatory
tracking, advocacy planning and implementation and related services.
Before setting up Miller/Wenhold, Miller served as government affairs
director for the National Office Products Alliance and the Office Furniture
Dealers Alliance (NOPA/OFDA). In addition to his lobbying and regulatory
monitoring activities, Paul also provides consulting services to businesses
on selling to the federal, state and local government markets. For more
information, visit www.mwcapitol.com.

What Do You Want From Your Manufacturing Partners?
Want manufacturers to promote "Buying Local"?
How about a dedicated dealer phone line
for manufacturer support?

What about quicker and better access to samples?
How about better access to images and
content for your website?

Pledge Your Allegiance to the Office Products Dealer Community
Sign NOPA’s Petition for Increased Manufacturer Support
Stop by NOPA’s Booth #1117 during the EPIC 2013 Conference,
sign our petition for increased manufacturer support, update your
Independent Dealer Locator (IDL) Listing,
and get your free "Buy Local" button!

410.931.8100/www.nopanet.org
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NEWSfromBSA
BSA Unveils Newest Standards; Industry and
Public Asked to Submit Comments
The Business Solutions Association (BSA), announced last month
three new proposed standards and one revised standard for the
industry and is seeking consensus agreement on the standards
from the industry and public.
The newest standards cover Banner Ads, SKU Relationships and
Keywords Best Practices. In addition, the Naming Convention
Standard has been revised.
The newest standards are the result of work by BSA’s Content
Management Task Group, a committee that was specially formed
to examine and study industry practices for the electronic communication of content from the manufacturer through the supply
chain to the ultimate user.
The purpose of the standards is to facilitate the transmission and
use of content, thereby achieving cost savings and efficiencies
for companies and participants in the industry.
BSA is asking interested persons to examine each of the documents, review the proposed standards and make appropriate
comments, if any.
Persons making comments should explain how the standards
can be improved, identify issues that were missed, or suggest
any other areas that should be addressed by the BSA Task Group.
All comments will be reviewed and are important to accomplishing these industry standards.
BSA’s goal is to publish the draft standards, and gather all of the
comments, review them and revise the standards as necessary.
BSA plans to release and publish the formalized standards on or
about November 2013, in conjunction with its Annual Forum to
be held at the Hyatt Regency Coconut Point, October 29–31, in
Bonita Springs, Florida.

This is accomplished by asking the industry and at-large public
to provide input and make comments and opinions on the proposed standards.
In order to achieve the broadest base possible for the consensus
standards, BSA reaches out to a wide range of participants in
the industry, including dealers, retailers and others that may be
impacted or affected by the standards.
BSA will also release the proposed standards to members of
the press in order to include as many interested parties and the
public.
The closing date for all comments is Friday, September 20, 2013,
5 P.M., EST.
Comments should be submitted to BSA Headquarters and all
persons making comments must be properly identified.
Comments should be restricted to the standard being discussed,
and where possible, supportive information should be appended. The draft standards are:
1. 0
 8-13 Banner Ad Standards
2. 0
 6-13 SKU Relationships Standards
3. 0
 7-13 Keywords Best Practices
4. 0
 1-13 Naming Conventions Standards Update
5. C
 omment Form for Proposed Standards
BSA anticipates that standards will be updated and revised on a
regular basis following publication. In addition, BSA will continue
to evaluate other areas in need of standardization to benefit the
entire industry and the ultimate user.

BSA adheres to the principles of consensus standards development wherein the industry participants develop new and revised
standards.
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Just when you think you’ve got your prices set to make a decent profit margin and
still keep your customers happy, someone comes along and throws a monkey
wrench into your well laid plan.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 34
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A new competitor is trying to buy their way into your market with
below cost pricing. Paper and toner prices went up and you have
lots of low margin contracts out there. Makes you wonder what
your bottom line will look like at the end of the year.
In today’s digital world, anyone can find a price on anything at a
moment’s notice and your customers and everyone else’s customers are doing it more and more. There’s no hiding.
Not to worry. Managing margins has also gotten easier, thanks
to the help available from industry-designed software and other
aids from buying groups and wholesalers.

“The other thing we do to help manage margins with prospects,
which works maybe 75-80% of the time, is simply to ask customers what they’re paying now, but you have to see invoices. Sometimes the invoiced price is higher than the prices on the contract.
When we finish a review, we say, ‘Here’s what you’re paying,
here’s what you’ll pay us and here’s your annualized savings.”
“All our research helps us in another way,” Steve concludes.
“When we look at high volume items, if we don’t think we’re buying well, we can go out and try to find a better price. This gives us
some pricing flexibility on tight contracts and a little more margin
on the others.”

Here’s what some of the more progressive dealers are doing to
meet these challenges.

The value of relationships
“We try to provide a level of service that flags our pricing scenarios, states Joe Anderson, Koch Brothers, Des Moines, Iowa.

Start with the Basics
“We spend a great amount of time, using all the tools available,
to manage margins. It’s expensive and not an easy task, but the
ROI is excellent.” That’s Steve Danziger talking, of AAA Business
Supplies & Interiors in San Francisco.
Steve says you start with the basics—keep your cost information
up to date, look at all pricing at least quarterly and lead with the
products in each category that provide the greatest value for the
customer and a good return for you.
“Our system is built extensively with substitute knowledging—
alternative product information, so when we are pricing things
out, we constantly lead with products that represent a win/win
situation. We have our substitutes coded, so when a customer
says they want Brand X file folders at $10 a box and our screen
says Brand Y is $9 a box, we can save the customer money and
because we’ve made a better buy, our margin is usually a bit
higher.”
“We have over 10,000 items coded, so we can talk alternatives
especially on high volume items,” Steve explains.
AAA uses its own pricing matrixes. They price by item, not category. Their database shows all the big box prices cross referenced, so they can select the items they want to feature, taking
their competitive item and price into consideration.
In addition to all the price information available from traditional
sources, AAA uses the NPD Group, which has contract pricing
for all the big box chains, not just on the retail side. “We also use
Acsellerate, which is especially helpful to our salespeople.”

“We do a lot of matrix pricing, which helps our margins, but having said that, you have to buy your way in sometimes. Most of
our business is online. We have to compete with the big boxes,
but we try to do it by customer as much as possible. We use the
GOPD system, which allows us to tweak pricing at a moment’s
notice.”
“We use some of United Stationers’ matrixes, add another 2%,
monitor sales and if sales begin to slip, we back off,” Joe explains. “What ends up happening is that the very price conscious
customers pretty much fire themselves.”
Joe’s pricing philosophy is that you can get a little more margin from a customer who truly values your service, where you’ve
built a long-term relationship. On the other hand, you really have
to pay close attention to competitors’ pricing, not necessarily
matching it, but staying in the ballpark.
“It’s not easy. It takes a lot of work,” he continues. “We play an
active role with each customer.”
One way that Koch Brothers builds closeness to their customers
and introduces themselves to prospects is its annual Biz Fair,
which showcases their broad product mix. Nearly 400 attended
this year’s show. “We consistently put something in front of each
customer electronically. We also do a six-month business review
with each customer. My salespeople are also my customer service people. They play both roles,” adds Joe.
He concluded by saying that if you want to maximize margins,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 35
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you can’t simply follow anyone’s suggested matrix. You have to
look at your own market and your own customers and then do a
lot of hard, detail-oriented work.

A daily battle

“Price shopping is the easiest thing in the world to do, and more
and more customers do it routinely,” contends Bob.
“Our delivery costs are higher than competitors. We have free
delivery on all orders over $99. We try to have attractive prices
without going to the absolute bottom. We experiment with pricing on a specific line or category to see how it affects sales. We
warehouse some items where we can make good buys, but beyond that, there’s little we can do to bump up margins. Our greater focus is reducing costs, becoming a more efficient operation.”

”Managing margins is a daily battle,” says Harry Macey, Perry
Office Plus, Temple, Texas.
“We get an exception report daily. If we sell something with a
margin less than 10% or over 50%, it’s reported. What happened? We could lose a customer if our margin is too high. If
the margin is very low, it may be because it’s an item we do not
stock or is not one of the more than 2,000 items on Independent
Stationers’ RDC program,” Harry explains.

Getting a price just a click away

“We also get reports throughout the day showing an order for
large amounts of a single item or an item or items that have a
large dollar cost, such as an expensive shredder. This information lets us know immediately if we have enough stock to fill the
order—paper for example. This gives us an opportunity to buy at
the RDC price rather than overnight from the wholesaler. In the
case of the shredder, we call the customer and say ‘We can save
you $50 or $75 if you can wait a few days for delivery.’”

“We don’t want to be in a situation where a customer checks
a competitor’s price—which takes only a few seconds these
days—and finds that our price on an item is so much higher that
it’s worth their while to buy it from someone else, and worse,
drop us altogether.”

At Perry, all contracts are limited to six months and just prior
to renewal time, the company looks at the overall margin. What
portion of the purchases are on contract items? Again, this gives
Perry Office an opportunity to see what the customer would look
like on one or more pricing matrixes. In an out of stock situation,
the customer is called immediately and asked, ‘Can you wait a
day or two?’ This avoids the higher cost of an overnight delivery
from the wholesaler.
Harry concludes, “Margin management is a lot more than trying to squeeze out an extra percentage or two. It’s about keeping customers happy, knowing what competitors are doing and
looking for ways to make better buys.”

“With all the Internet sellers, you can’t make as high margins on
some items as in the past, says Dave Stock, Runco Office Supply, Oak Grove Village (Chicago), Illinois.

“We run a monthly report and look at customers who fall below
the margins we’d like. Then we look at their customer contracts
and see where they can be tweaked. If they’re buying a lot of IT
products or paper and few supplies, for example, we will send a
salesperson in to try to fix the mix.”
“Finally, like many other dealers, we try to steer customers to
higher margin lines when we can.” Dave says that the time and
expense of managing margins is high, but there really is no other
choice is you want to run a profitable dealership today.

It’s worth the effort
Let’s face it. Managing margins is a lot of work. It takes some
time. It’s not something you do once a year, or even once a quarter. It’s something you work on every day.
Where does margin management start? Lots of places—by product, by product category, by customer and, of course, by what’s
happening in your market.

Online selling is different
Managing margins is a bit different if you’re an online seller, because all your prices are posted for everyone to see; there are no
contracts that can be priced differently customer by customer.
Also, online sellers get price-shopped much more than traditional
dealers, say Bob Herman, Buyonlinenow.com, Rochester, Minnesota.
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The job is made easier with all the resources available today and
it’s getting better all the time. If you’re not using the available
tools to help with the task, you can be pretty sure that your competitors are.
I hope you’ve picked up some ideas from the dealers mentioned
here. Please let us know what you’re doing to improve your margins and we’ll pass it on in future articles.
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IS, TriMega Get Ready for
an Opportunity of EPIC
Proportions in San Antonio

When the curtain rises on EPIC 2013 later this month, it will make
for a little bit of office products history. For the first time ever, two
of the industry’s leading dealer groups, Independent Stationers
and TriMega, are coming together to work on a joint convention,
pooling their collective resources to create an event that promises, say the show organizers, “big ideas, big thinking, and big
opportunities.”
“We truly believe EPIC 2013 represents a giant step for the industry and addresses exactly the type of big thinking and big
trust the independent dealer channel needs to be able to tackle
the challenges ahead,” says TriMega VP of marketing Michael
Morris.

“To the extent that EPIC 2013 could in some small way be the
model partnership for bridging industry relationships and collaborating to fight the bigger fight, we believe that would be a win
for independents. And the content around EPIC 2013—from the
panel discussions to the roundtables and seminars and our keynote entitled Smart Trust from Steven M.R. Covey—is all focused
around driving forward-thinking, strategic relationships and results. We are anxious for EPIC 2013 to help our members and
suppliers make big things happen in their business.”
On the following pages, we take a closer look at EPIC 2013 and
some of the big opportunities that will be on offer in San Antonio.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 38
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Xpressions

™

Stand-Up Workstation

HEALTHY WORKSPACE
PERSPECTIVES

ANY SPACE. ANY TIME.

Xpressions™ Stand-Up Workstations will be available to order November 2013.

Stop by Safco Booth #309 at the
EPIC Show to get your perspective
on the Healthy Workspace.

safcoproducts.com

EPIC 2013 - continued from page 36

Epic 2013 Schedule
Tuesday, September 17

Thursday, September 19 - continued

3:00 pm–7:00 pm

Registration Desk Open

10:00 am–3:30 pm

3:00 pm–9:00 pm

Airport Arrival Shuttles
Departs every half hour
Sponsored by Sanford Brands

Tradeshow Open
Refreshments Sponsored by ACCO

12:00 pm–1:30 pm

Tradeshow Luncheon
Sponsored by Global

3:45 pm–4:45 pm

Wednesday, September 18
All Day

Prize Drawing Cocktail Hour
Sponsored by 3M

7:00 pm–10:00 pm

Joint Party–Member &
Supplier–Evening at the Alamo
Sponsored by HON

Arrivals & Golf Tournament

7:00 am–7:00 pm

Registration Desk Open

7:30 am–2:30 pm

Golf Tournament
Sponsored by Supplies Network

9:00 am–6:00 pm

Friday, September 20

Airport Arrival Shuttles
Departs every half hour
Sponsored by Sanford Brands

7:00 am–8:00 am

TriMega Member Region Meetings

8:00 am–4:00 pm

Information Desk Open

8:00 am–4:00 pm

Spa Treatments

8:00 am–8:45 am

9:30 am–2:30 pm

Caverns and Cabernet
Sponsored by West Point Products

Group Breakfast Buffet
Sponsored by United Stationers

8:45 am–9:45 am

TriMega Membership Meeting

11:00 am–3:30 pm

Viva San Antonio Tour

8:45 am–9:45 am

11:30 am–4:00 pm

Rafting on the Guadalupe

Independent Stationers
Member-Only Seminars

12:00 pm–4:00 pm

Seafari

9:45 am–10:00 am

TriMega Member Break

10:00 am–6:00 pm

Exhibitor Setup

9:50 am–10:15 am

Independent Stationers Member Break

4:30 pm–6:00 pm

TriMega ThinkTank Forum

6:00 pm–7:00 pm

TriMega Next Committee Mixer

7:00 pm–9:00 pm

Welcome Reception
Sponsored by Smead

Thursday, September 19
7:00 am–9:00 am

Exhibitor Setup

7:00 am–5:00 pm

Registration Desk Open

8:00 am–8:30 am

Group Breakfast Buffet
Sponsored by S.P. Richards

8:30 am–9:55 am

Group Opening Session,
Keynote Address and Supplier Awards
Sponsored by S.P. Richards

10:00 am–11:15 am

TriMega Member-Only Seminars

10:15 am–11:05 am

Independent Stationers
Shareholders Meeting

11:15 am–12:20 pm

Group Seminars & Roundtables

12:30 pm–1:30 pm

Group Luncheon
Sponsored by United Stationers

1:30 pm–5:05 pm

Group Seminars & Roundtables

5:15 pm

Evening at Leisure

Saturday, September 21
5:00 am–11:00 am

Airport Return Shuttles
Departs every half hour
Sponsored by Sanford Brands
CONTINUED ON PAGE 39
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EPIC 2013 - continued from page 38

Stephen M.R. Covey
to Keynote EPIC 2013
Stephen M.R. Covey, best selling
business author and leadership
development expert, will be the
keynote speaker for EPIC 2013.

SPEED of Trust, a paradigm-shifting book
that challenges our age-old assumption
that trust is merely a soft, social virtue and
instead demonstrates that trust is a hardedged, economic driver.

Co-founder of CoveyLink and the FranklinCovey Global Speed of Trust Practice,
Stephen is a much sought-after speaker
and advisor on trust, leadership, ethics,
and high performance.

Stephen advocates that the ability to establish, grow, extend and restore trust with
all stakeholders is the critical leadership
competency of the new global economy.
He is dedicated to enabling individuals
and organizations to reap the dividends of
high trust throughout the world and offers
his audience an informed, practical ap-

He is the New York Times and #1 Wall
Street Journal bestselling author of The

Workshop Program in
Orlando Offers ‘EPIC’
Learning Opportunities
One of the areas where the benefits of
IS-TriMega collaboration will be particularly evident in San Antonio will be the education program. EPIC 2013 will offer a multitude of opportunities to learn more about
our industry, with an agenda that includes
a broad array of sessions for all dealers,
as well as two separate IS-only and TriMega-only training tracks. Here’s an overview
of what’s on offer (All sessions are scheduled for Friday, September 20).

proach to real-time issues that affect their
immediate and long-term performance.
In his latest book, Smart Trust, Stephen
shares enlightening principles and anecdotes of numerous “outliers,” people and
organizations that are not only achieving
unprecedented prosperity from high trust
relationships and cultures in what has
proved to be the lowest trust climate in
years, but—even more inspiring—also attaining elevated levels of energy and joy.
Covey will speak at the Group Opening
Session, Thursday, September 19.

Friday, September 20
General Seminars
n Unlocking LinkedIn’s Corporate
Marketing Potential

n Leveraging the Power of “Buy Local”
for Your Dealership

Presenter: Wayne Breitbarth, Power
Formula, LLC

Presenter: Kimber Lanning, founder and
Executive Director of Local First Arizona

11:15 am–12:20 pm

11:15 am–12:20 pm

Let Wayne show you how investing in
your dealership’s LinkedIn presence will
lead to greater marketing, branding and
sales success.

Learn how to ‘Leverage your Localness’
to attract new customers, collaborate
with nearby businesses and position your
business as the smart alternative.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 40
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EPIC 2013 - continued from page 39
n Best of the Best–Dealer Best
Practices Shared
Dealer panel discussion
11:15 am–12:20 pm
Hear tips and techniques for success
from your fellow dealers! Success stories
cover areas such as recruiting tips to
build a killer talent pipeline, winning
rebranding campaigns, innovative digital
marketing, effective new customer
acquisition strategies and more. Ask
questions, share your ideas, and leave
with tangible takeaways! Featuring dealer
panelists from both TriMega & IS.
n Salt—How to Separate from the
Competition (especially the Big Boxes)
Presenters: Andy and Cody Cleary, Orbit
Design
11:15 am–12:20 am
In this workshop, you will learn how to
leverage your key differentiation points
and communicate them effectively is to
your prospects.

SEPTEMBER 2013

n BYOD, M2M, MPS, SaaS… How OP
dealers can take advantage of these
trends (Supplier Seminar)
Presenter: Bob Evans, SYNNEX
Corporation
11:15 am–12:20 pm
Learn about BYOD, M2M, MPS and
SaaS and the trends behind these
acronyms. Explore their impact on the
market and ways you can leverage them
to add incremental revenue and help lock
in customer relationships.

n Three Routes to Increased
Profitability
Presenter: Bob Langdon, author of
Managing Your Business for Profit,
1:30 pm–2:35 pm
Find out how to profit from the recovering
economy now that the recession is
over. Learn how you can best increase
sales, enhance gross margin and control
expenses.

n Selling to the New Generation

n Social Media Strategies for Success

Presenter: Paul Bramson, The Paul
Bramson Companies

Dealer Panel moderated by Jennifer
Schulman, Fortune Web Marketing

1:30 pm–2:35 pm

1:30 pm–2:35 pm

Disover how to get ready for the new
generation of decision makers and
influencers who are entering the workforce
in record numbers. Learn how you can
prepare your business to meet their
expectations and respond to the way they
think, communicate and make decisions.

Join your peers to discuss how different
strategies for using social media can
lead to increased customer satisfaction,
loyalty and your business success.

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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EPIC 2013 - continued from page 40
n Competing Against Amazon

n A Macro Look at the OP Industry

Dealer Roundtable Discussion

Presenter: Mike Rowsey, Harbinger
National

1:30 pm–2:35 pm
Everyone is already battling or will
soon battle this giant. Learn from other
independent dealers how they compete
against Amazon. Be prepared to ask
questions, and share your dealership’s
experiences for the benefit of all attendees.

n Winning Online (Supplier Seminar)

2:45 pm–3:50 pm

Take a look at the big picture trends
driving industry developments today,
explore the challenges that lie ahead and
discover ways independent dealers can
benefit from the opportunities they offer.

Listen and share with other office
products dealers what they think will be
needed to grab some of the business
that will be left in a state of limbo while
these two behemoths struggle with
integration.

Presenter: Paul Bramson, The Paul
Bramson Companies

1:30 pm–2:35 pm

2:45 pm–3:50 pm

In this session you will learn what today’s
B2B buyers expect from their online
shopping experience, discover how to
communicate, sell and market effectively
on your e-commerce site and preview
the latest innovations in B2B office
products e-commerce, such as smart
merchandising and taking your site mobile.

Discover the processes and procedures
you can use to take your telesales/inside
sales operation to the next level.
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Presenter: Jennifer Schulman, Fortune
Web Marketing
4:00 pm–5:05 pm
From Search Engine Optimization (SEO),
to mobile marketing this session will
cover the latest trends within the digital
realm and provide you with tips to make
your online marketing strategy a success.

™

See organization from a
whole new direction.
File and organize your
documents upright like you
print and read them. These
exciting Smead® products
give filing, presenting
and storing a whole new
perspective on being more
productive. No matter where
you keep them, Organized
Up products are always
ready when you are.

b ag

www.smead.com

© 2013 The Smead Manufacturing Company, Hastings, MN. ® Smead, three bars, checkerboard pattern, Keeping
You Organized, SuperTab and FasTab are all registered trademarks of The Smead Manufacturing Company.
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n Trends & Tips for Digital Marketing
Success

CONTINUED ON PAGE 42

New Erasable FasTab® Hanging &
SuperTab® Folders.

Write on eras

Dealer Roundtable Discussion

2:45 pm–3:50 pm

n Help Your Inside Sales Team Sell
Smarter, Sell Better and Sell MORE

Presenter: Girisha Chandraraj, United
Stationers

n Capitalizing on Opportunities in the
Depot-Max Merger

www.smead.com

© 2013 The Smead Manufacturing Company, Hastings, MN. ® Smead, three bars, checkerboard pattern and Keeping You Organized are all
registered trademarks of The Smead Manufacturing Company. Organized Up™ is a trademark of The Smead Manufacturing Company. 106
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EPIC 2013 - continued from page 41
n Using LinkedIn to Generate a Steady
Stream of Sales Prospects

n Growing Your Business in a Tough OP
Market

n JanSan is Hot Now … What is the
Next Hot Category for Independents?

Presenter: Wayne Breitbarth, Power
Formula, LLC

Dealer Panel Discussion

Dealer Roundtable Discussion

4:00 pm–5:05 pm

4:00 pm–5:05 pm

The proliferation of the iPad. Changing
workforce and workplace dynamics. The
“Paperless Office.” Amazon. Declining
traditional consumption. It’s a tough
OP market out there, but there are still
lucrative opportunities to grow! Find out
where they are by attending this session.

There’s no question Jan/San has been
the buzzworthy category for independent
dealers in recent years. But what is the
next big growth category opportunity for
our industry? This roundtable discussion
will explore the question…what’s next –
and how do we best tap into it?

4:00 pm–5:05 pm
Discover how you can use LinkedIn to
identify prospects, generate quality leads
and close more deals.

Independent Stationers Member-Only Seminars
n Understanding the World’s Largest
Customer
Presenters: Angie Fenoglio, IS GSA
contract administrator, and Charles
Forman, IS executive vice president
8:45 am–9:50 am
With strategic sourcing now
encompassing more categories than ever,
come learn what your group is doing to
create more opportunities for you to sell
in the federal government marketplace.

n Where BIG Begins, with National
Accounts
Presenters: IS National Account Team;
Betsy Hughes, Friends Business Source;
Bill Sigmon, Kennedy Office; Melinda
Schuur, AAA Business Supplies &
Interiors
8:45 am–9:50 am
Get the the latest updates on existing
national accounts like U.S. Communities,
Premier Healthcare and CHAMPS and
learn about what is in the pipeline that
can help you win new business in your
area.
SEPTEMBER 2013

n Profit from the RDC
Presenter: Greg Otwell, Mid City Office
Products
8:45 am–9:50 am and again from 2:45
pm–3:50pm
Join us for a seminar on RDC trends and
developments and how these are impacting
your bottom line. We will also include an
overview of the RDC Program for those who
are new to Independent Stationers, new
employees in our members’ dealerships, or
even new to purchasing.

n Sweep Up Additional Profits with
JanSan
Presenters: Todd Coffey, Evans Office
Supply; Tom Gormley, Hurst Business
Supply and Furniture Solutions
8:45 am–9:50 am
Come hear from your peers on the
strategies they have employed to grow
in the jan/san category and learn more
about your coop’s own jan/san program,
Operation Clean Sweep.

n RDC Cost Comparator Training
Presenter: Steve Sabatini, ECi Acsellerate
8:45 am–9:50 am and again from 11:15
am–12:20 pm
Join us for a training session on the
new RDC Cost Comparator through
Acsellerate, available for DDMS and
Britannia users, and discover how you
can use the ability to analyze your buying
history in real time, to maximize the RDC
and add more margin to your bottom line.
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–ADVERTORIAL–

Dealers Profit by Selling Innovative AmpliVox
AV Products to Diverse Markets
By Jeff Kressmann, President, Jeff Kressmann Marketing Communications, jeff.krsman.com
As a communications expert in office products and other markets, I help clients communicate better to their customers and
other audiences. One way to communicate better is to look good
and sound good while presenting. Innovative audiovisual products from AmpliVox help you do just that, while also satisfying
today’s demanding technical requirements.

tern adds another dimension to lectern-based presentations
with a 17” built-in LCD monitor that can show PowerPoint
presentations, videos, or just a company or product logo. The
Lectern also offers dynamic editing of presentation content.
This is one of over 150 different AmpliVox lecterns available in
varying materials and styles.

Many office products dealers have found that AmpliVox products
are an outstanding higher-ticket, non-commodity product that
can easily be sold into many different markets where audiovisual
products are needed—offices, schools, government, churches,
associations, athletic teams, public safety, and others. AmpliVox
products can help dealers open new accounts, creating opportunities for selling many other business products.Here are a few
of AmpliVox’s broad line of innovative products, which are predominantly made in the USA, meet stringent CE standards, and
come with an up to 12-year warranty. See the full line by visiting
www.ampli.com.

n AmpliVox Line Array Speakers can be mounted to A/V carts
and whiteboards. Adding high-quality sound to an A/V cart or
whiteboard is easy with AmpliVox’s Line Array Speakers, featuring
a slim, compact design and three different system choices from
passive to wired to 16-channel wireless.

n AmpliVox Visionary Multimedia Lectern incorporates 17”
LCD monitor. The AmpliVox SN3265 Visionary Multimedia Lec-

E XTEND Y OUR V OICE W ITH

AMPLIVOX
P ORTABLE S OUND S YSTEMS

Dealers: Call to Profits

Visionary
3265

®

n AmpliVox Partners with AVTEQ, Balt and Bretford for
Innovative A/V Solutions. AVTEQ, the largest manufacturer
of videoconferencing carts in the A/V furniture industry, now
uses integrated AmpliVox Line Array Speakers to deliver crystal-clear sound in any setting. For more information, visit http://
avteq.net. Balt and Bretford, manufacturers of high-quality
interactive whiteboards, also use AmpliVox speakers.
See moorecoinc.com and www.bretford.com.

Multimedia Lecterns, Podiums and Lecterns

A S T YLE FOR
E VE RY S PE AKIN G NEED
Pinnacle
3250

AmpliVox has added to its most popular
podiums with versatile new choices.
• Acrylic Lecterns- Unique design with
14 choices in clear or tinted.
• Euro-Contemporary LecternsContoured, modern designs in a
selection of upscale finishes.
• Pinnacle Lecterns- Classic, versatile
lecterns formed in durable, lightweight
hard shell plastic and available in an
assortment of colors.
• Visionary Lecterns- Dynamic
presentation vehicle with breakthrough
To learn more about the exciting new developments
design that includes an integrated
in AmpliVox’s product line, visit www.ampli.com.
17-inch LCD screen for Power Point,
photo, or logo displays. Use your laptop
for instant content updates.
• Lecterns made in the USA
• up to 12 year warranty
• iPod Adapter Cable- A single split-cable
• available in non-sound
design that allows users to power and
Made in the USA and sound
play iPods simultaneously.

Contemporary
3100

Acrylic
3050

Made with
Recycled Plastic

iPodCable Charger/Adapter
1732

650 Anthony Trail, Suite D., Northbrook, IL 60062 - 800-267-5486 - ampli.com
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TriMega Member-Only Seminars
Presenter: David Guinn, PerMetrics, Inc.
10:00 am–11:05 am and again from 1:30
pm–2:35 pm
Learn how to analyze and balance your
margin goals with your wholesaler.

n Embracing Orange. Jan/San
Opportunities and Best Practices
Explored
Dealer Panel Discussion
10:00 am–11:05 am and again from 4:00
pm–5:05 pm
Discover ways to grow your breakroom
and jan/san business from dealers who
have achieved success in this critical
category.

n Second Generation TriSupply
Presenter: Ian Wist, Wist Office Supply &
TriMega chairman

n MPS Insights, Ideas and Best
Practices

10:00 am–11:05 am

Panel Discussion facilitated by Brian
Stevenson, TriMega director of managed
print services

See how to lower your cost-of-goods
with new categories through an
expanded TriSupply program.

10:00 am–11:05 am
Hear from MPS industry leaders in a
panel discussion where they will share
their perspectives on the challenges,
pitfalls, risks and rewards they have
experienced on their journey in MPS.

n Point Nationwide Town Hall
Facilitated by Grady Taylor, managing
director, Point Nationwide
10:00 am–11:05 am
Open to Point Nationwide CSP’s, here’s
your chance to get a complete update on
Point Nationwide for 2013 and beyond.

n Selling to Uncle Sam
(and more importantly, what is most
important to our favorite uncle)
Presenter: David Harris, EZ Print Supplies
2:45–3:50 pm
Learn how to get the most out of being
an Authorized Participating Dealer
with EZ Print Supplies in your local
marketplace, find out about new tools
to help you be more successful in the
government market, gain valuable
insights on the future of the Multiple
Award Schedule contract and more.

Cast Your Vote for the EPIC Partner of the Year!
Among the big new ideas being introduced
at EPIC 2013 is a special award, the EPIC
Supplier Partner of the Year. This award
will be voted on by IS and TriMega dealers
to honor a very special supplier partner.
And what makes an EPIC Partner of the
Year?
That’s really for you to say, say IS and TriMega, but they believe it is a supplier that
makes a BIG difference for independent
dealers, works to help dealers grow and
win market share in a BIG way, earns the
trust of the channel by exhibiting fairness
and integrity in everything they do and
brings BIG ideas and opportunities to independents!

SEPTEMBER 2013

Here are some other criteria to consider:
• Exhibits exceptional field support
• Provides exceptional customer
service to dealers
• Strong program support for independents
• Creative marketing tools to help
dealers grow
• Promotes independents in “where
to buy” listings on their websites
• Is quick to support independent
dealers through buying groups, national wholesalers and independent
dealers direct
• Demonstrates innovative new product development
INDEPENDENT DEALER

• Or whatever you think makes a
supplier EPIC for you!
Voting is already ongoing and the top five
finalists will be shortlisted in San Antonio,
where all attendees will have the chance
to vote via text onsite to determine the first
ever EPIC 2013 Partner of the Year.
So if you’re an IS or TriMega member
and have yet to vote, click here to make
your voice heard and plan on being in San
Antonio to choose among the top five
finalists.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 45
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www.idevmail.net/link.aspx?l=1&d=45&mid=529&m=5280

n How to Get the Most out of your
Wholesale Relationship

EPIC 2013 - continued from page 44
EPIC 2013 Exhibitor List
(as of August 23, 2013)
3M Company............................ 607

KFI Seating............................. 1009

Rayovac.................................... 519

ACCO Brands............................ 402

Duracell Professional
Products .................................. 214

Kimberly-Clark Professional...... 117

Reckitt Benckiser...................... 109

Accutech.................................. 302

ECi Acsellerate.......................... 509

KLEER-FAX............................... 904

RightAngle Products................. 102

Acme United Corporation.......... 308

Eco-Products............................ 104

Lathem Time............................ 220

Acroprint................................... 918

eDist Business.......................... 415

LC Industries............................ 518

Roaring Spring
Paper Products......................... 508

Advantus Corp.......................... 717

Educators Resource.................. 318

Lee Products Company............. 616

Royal Sovereign........................ 219

Advertising Specialty
Institute.................................. 1014

Elmer’s Products, Inc................ 807

Lesro Industries ....................... 414

SP Richards.............................. 601

energizer................................ 1103

Liberty Laser Solutions............. 307

Safco Products......................... 309

Alliance Rubber Company......... 916

Enterprise Group....................... 301

LMI Solutions............................ 805

Samsill..................................... 718

AMAX Inc.................................. 713

ES Robbins............................. 1008

Logicblock Inc........................... 619

Samsonite................................ 617

American Tombow.................... 300

Esselte Corp.............................. 714

MACO/Chartpak, Inc.................. 203

Saunders Mfg........................... 304

Ammex................................... 1113

Eurotech Seating...................... 913

Marathon Solutions................... 620

Screenflex................................ 106

AmpliVox Sound Systems.......... 618

Evolution Software.................... 914

Sentry Group............................ 306

Arlington Industries................... 906

Fellowes Inc.............................. 503

Master Manufacturing
Co. Inc...................................... 614

Artistic Products LLC................ 902

Fire King International, LLC....... 417

MAX USA CORP......................... 418

ShurTech Brands, LLC............... 909

Aurora GB .............................. 1016

Flash Furniture......................... 517

Maxell Corporation.................... 516

Avery........................................ 701

Fortune Web Marketing............. 416

Mayline..................................... 113

Smead Manufacturing
Company.................................. 501

Baumgartens.......................... 1002

Georgia Pacific........................ 1000

Millennium Mat......................... 420

Soundview Paper...................... 919

BIC USA Inc............................... 115

Ghent....................................... 915

MMF Industries......................... 715

Supplies Network...................... 407

BMI......................................... 1004

Global..................................... 1001

SYNNEX.................................... 613

Bretford.................................... 903

GOJO Industries, Inc................. 804

MooreCo Inc
dba/Balt/Best-Rite.................... 515

Brother International................. 201

Gould Office Papers.................. 908

Neenah Paper........................... 114

TABBIES, Div. of
Xertrex International................. 720

Bush Industries, Inc.................. 107

Hewlett Packard..................... 1007

Newell Rubbermaid.................. 703

Tennsco.................................... 206

Canon USA............................... 317

NOPA...................................... 1117

The Hon Company.................... 401

Charles Leonard, Inc................. 820

Hewlett Packard
Demo Area................................ 112

TOPS Products.......................... 207

Chicago Lighthouse
Industries................................. 819

Hewlett Packard
Massage area......................... 1109

Norstar Office
Products/Boss.......................... 409
NSSEA...................................... 320

TriMega.........................1018-1121

City of Hope............................ 1118

Houghton Mifflin..................... 1115

Office Products LLC.................. 615

TST/Impreso, Inc....................... 716

C-Line Products, Inc.................. 315

House of Doolittle..................... 806

Office Snax, Inc....................... 1006

Turbon USA, Inc........................ 708

Cosco/Navitor......................... 1008

HSM......................................... 513

Unisource Worldwide................ 209

Crayola..................................... 803

Iceberg..................................... 709

Officemate International
Corporation............................... 907

Deflecto.................................... 313

Image Star................................ 813

OPWIL...................................... 818

UPS.......................................... 116

Digital Storage.......................... 802

Imation..................................... 912

Pacon Corp............................... 817

Verbatim................................. 1105

Digitek Computer Products....... 208

Impact Products, LLC................ 419

PapaNicholas Coffee................. 319

Victor Technology...................... 609

DiverseID/Reditag..................... 514

Imprint Plus.............................. 719

Pentel of America...................... 408

Virco Mfg.................................. 809

Diversified Computer
Supplies................................... 901

Inwood Office Furniture............. 216

Pilot Pen Corp.
of America................................ 808

West Point Products.................. 413

DMI.......................................... 303
DURABLE Office
Products Corp........................... 814
SEPTEMBER 2013

Independent
Stationers.................. 118-122, 218

PM Company............................ 712

Jonti-Craft................................ 821

Printer Essentials.................... 1116

K.Coaching, Inc....................... 1107

Quality Park Products................ 801
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Shachihata Inc.......................... 815

TRI Industries............................ 818

United Stationers...................... 101

xpedx..................................... 1017
Zebra Pen................................. 900
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Tips for Boosting Towel and
Tissue Dispenser Sales
By Dawson Bond

As an independent office products dealer,
it’s important to be as much of a one-stop
shop as possible for your customers. One
way you can help meet customer needs
and grow your business is by increasing
your sales of towel, tissue and skin care
offerings.
Every business needs hand towels, bath
tissue and soap for its restrooms. Many
of these products also can be used in
other locations too. Think break rooms,
kitchens, conference rooms, cubicles and
offices—places where customers can use
paper towels, facial tissue, soap and instant hand sanitizer.
Look to these areas as another opportunity to increase your profits as well as your
value to your customers.
Here are six tips to help you sell towel,
tissue and skin care dispensers to your
customers:

1

Suggest towel systems that fit your
customers’ space requirements. In
a small office, space is at a premium. So
offer these customers compact handsfree, high-capacity folded or roll towel
systems that will fit into the tightest spots.
Controlled dispensing will help people
use less and waste less, and hands-free
dispensing will help reduce the spread of
germs.
Plus, unlike single rolls of paper towels
(like the kind people use at home) that are
often left on wet counters, these systems
won’t get soggy or be touched by other
people’s hands.
Another solution that you can offer to
space-challenged customers is folded
towels in a coated pop-up box. For facil-
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ities where space is not an issue, consider a high-capacity roll towel system that
lasts longer, reducing refill hassles.

desks and conference rooms as well as
lobbies and germ “hot spots” like elevators.

2

Recommend the bath tissue option
that best meets your customers’
needs. Bath tissue comes in many shapes
and sizes—everything from traditional single roll systems to waste-reducing jumbo
roll coreless bath tissue.

5

Propose a dispenser that meets a facility’s
space and traffic needs. Product options
include 100% recycled fiber bath tissue,
premium offerings for locations where impressions count and high-capacity rolls
for busy, heavily trafficked restrooms.

For customers with storage considerations, promote offerings that come in
small packs or convenience cases.

3

Don’t forget the facial tissue. Facial
tissue is an important offering, particularly at certain times of year such as
allergy and cold and flu season. Options
include anti-viral tissue, which is proven
to kill 99.9% of cold and flu viruses (in the
tissue within 15 minutes) and facial tissue
with lotion for when noses need a little
TLC.

4

Make sure soap sales are part of the
mix. Soap is a crucial element of the
hygiene equation. There are many different types of dispensers to fit any customer
location. These range from space-saving,
easy-maintenance, hands-free dispensers to convenient 8 oz. bottles of soap
and hand sanitizer.
Options also include easy-to-install,
long-lasting systems that hold a liter of
soap as well as electronic systems to help
reduce the spread of germs.

Propose user-friendly dispensers.
Most of your customers don’t have
time to waste on restroom maintenance,
so make sure to offer them systems that
are long-lasting and easy to install, maintain and refill.

6

Offer your customers brand name
products. Work is a person’s homeaway-from-home. So make sure to recommend familiar, brand-name products
that people know and trust.
Towel, tissue and skin care products are
crucial to improving hand hygiene and
helping to reduce the spread of germs,
so your customers can create Exceptional
Workplaces that are healthier, safer and
more productive. Many of these systems
also offer significant cost-in-use savings.
Towel and tissue dispensers are a lucrative category that can increase your value
with many different types of customers,
leading to greater profits and greater success for your business.

Dawson Bond is channel marketer, office
products, for Kimberly-Clark Professional,
based in Roswell, Georgia. For more
information, visit www.kcprofessional.com.

Be sure to also recommend instant hand
sanitizer. It’s ideal for places where soap
and water aren’t readily available, such as
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The Not-So-Secret
6 Elements to

Boosting Online Sales

fact:

By Gail Keith

Online spending will increase 64% by 2016
according to the research junkies at Forrester Research

We don’t need to tout the facts about online shopping to convince too many independent dealers that improving online sales
is key to increasing revenue and establishing customer loyalty.
However, we do find many dealers are eager to improve online
sales, but don’t know where to begin or are frustrated by past
lackluster efforts.
Take a look at these “Not-So-Secret Six Elements to Boost Online Sales” and see if you are ready to meet the demands of today’s savvy online shopper.
1. Avoid showcasing everything you offer on the home
page. There’s an old marketing saying, “If you try to appeal
to everyone, you end up not selling to anyone.” Pick and
choose what you highlight on your home page, and keep
your message simple, clean and timely.
2. Highlight popular products or categories on your
home page. Ask yourself, “What do my customers want
the most and the most often?” These are the products or
categories that should dominate your home page. This
shows customers two things: You know what they want
and you want to make it easy for them to find it.
3. Hover-over ads create impact and drive product
sales. Quick fact from the researchers at 3M: 90% of
information transmitted to the brain is visual, and visuals
are processed 60,000 times faster in the brain than text.
Hover-over ads with great visual appeal draw the consumer’s eye and where the eye goes the clicks soon follow.
4. Instill urgency with specific promotions and specials.
Every consumer wants to feel they are getting a great deal.
The proof of this is in the success stories of online deal
giants like Groupon, Amazon and visitlasvegas.com. That
said, you should always have a special offer on your home
page. The offer could be related to seasonal items, close
out specials or rebates. Always show how you can help
customers save money!
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5. Boost your product’s desirability with great imagery.
Do you want to sell or do you want your customers to buy?
Imagery is where we leverage the facts about how the human brain processes information in order to sell more. For
example, when you show a stapler in an ad, there is nothing
to make that stapler very memorable. But show the same
stapler in the hands of King Kong and it forces the consumer to pause on the image in order to register it in their mind
in a new way. When you get a consumer to pause, even for
just a split second, you encourage the consumer to click,
and clicks usually lead to sales.
6. Drive online sales with email marketing. While a great
website is important, it also needs the proper support to do
its job effectively. Mirroring the specials, product highlights
and features of your website in consistently-delivered
emails to your customers and prospects is essential to generating return traffic to your website and ultimately increasing sales. Plus, when you add the element of great imagery
to your email marketing, you are also creating a brand voice
for your company and your customers look forward to seeing these great images.
As an independent dealer, you aren’t just competing against the
likes of Staples, OfficeMax or Sam’s Club. You are competing for
the attention of the consumer with every company that is vying
for a portion of their wallet.
It’s up to you to keep their focus and make their shopping experience easy. You can do that by simply following the “Not-SoSecret Six Elements to Boost Online Sales.”

Gail Keith is the business development manager and marketing pro at The
NEXID Group, providers of managed marketing services to independent
dealers nationwide. Contact Gail at gail@nexidgroup.com or learn more at
www.nexidgroup.com.
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People Are Saying
Important
Things.

Are You Listening?
By Troy Harrison

One of the biggest benefits
of my recruiting business
—to me, at least—
is that it keeps me sharp
on my listening skills.

mentally changes “I don’t like to prospect” into “I’ll prospect if
you really need me to.”
See how far fantasy and reality separate? Good listeners know
that words mean things and that it’s important to derive the real
meaning.
Let’s talk about a technique to get what you really need out of the
conversation if you’re unsure.

You have to be a good listener when you’re hiring salespeople
for one big reason—salespeople will usually tell you how they will
fail (or what excuses they will use when they do fail); the key is to
listen and hear those reasons.
This happens in nearly every interpersonal dialog between
people. People will tell you how things will go wrong if you’re
tuned in.

Recently, I was interviewing a salesperson for a position and he
told me, “I’m a little concerned about the size of the territory—I
don’t know that it’s big enough.”
Now, this was a salesperson who was changing industries, so he
wouldn’t actually know the potential of the territory yet he was
already complaining about it.

The problem isn’t that people don’t say things, it’s that we don’t
listen—or that we change what they DO say into what we WANT
them to say.

Upon further questioning, I found out why he was leaving his
current job—you got it, the size of the territory. Same with the
one before that. So it was reasonable to assume that, should
he fail on my job, that would be the excuse again. Candidate
eliminated.

For instance, the salesperson who says, “I really don’t like prospecting, but I’m willing to do it” is really telling you, “If you need
me to prospect, we’re both going to be very disappointed.”

The problem is that too many people settle for the face value of
what’s being said, instead of making sure they know what the
facts are.

Too often, however, the hiring manager likes this person and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 49
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Are you listening? - continued from page 48
It doesn’t have to be that way. One of the best questioning techniques out there is called “drilling down.”
Essentially, it means following a line of questioning until you know
what is really meant, and then making your decisions from there.
This works for selling, for interviewing, and sometimes even for
dealing with your spouse (until she catches on and says, “Don’t
use that sales stuff on me!”—but I digress).
Drilling down is simple. There are no fancy questions involved –
just questions like these:
“Can you tell me more about that?”
“Why do you feel that way?”
“Why is that important to you?”

In 2005, drilling down made the difference between winning a
nice piece of business and walking away empty-handed for me.
I was meeting with the owner of a printing company, and the
conversation went like this:
Me: “How have you trained salespeople in the past?”
Him: “Well, for years we sent our new salespeople out with
our existing people to learn the ropes. That worked okay.
Then, three years ago, we brought in an outside sales trainer,
but he was expensive and didn’t deliver results. So, now
we’re back to doing it the old way.”
Hmmm….I’m an outside sales trainer. I can be expensive.
Based on that answer, my chances of winning the business
are slim and none – and Slim just left the room. However, I
knew how to drill down.

“Can you elaborate?”
“Would you define that, please?”
“Why?” or “Why not?”
Ultimately, the point of drilling down is to eliminate ambiguity in
the conversation. Ambiguity or vagueness are our enemies in
selling or hiring.
In selling, we want a complete understanding of the customer’s
needs and situation. In hiring, we want a complete picture of
our candidate. Why doesn’t everyone do this? There are a few
reasons:
 hey don’t know how. You no longer have this reason
•T
available if you’ve read this far!
 hey don’t feel like making the effort.
•T
•T
 hey’re afraid. Fear, of course, is the #1 obstacle of
good things in selling. Sometimes, drill-down questions
probe in areas that are intentionally left vague, and
some people are uncomfortable asking for more detail.
Just know this: Most of the time, those unstated details
can cost you money. That alone should make it worth
asking.
•T
 hey don’t want to hear the answers. This happens
most often in interviews, when the interviewer is scared
that whatever the unstated detail is, it disqualifies the
applicant for their job. This is all the more reason to ask.
Just because it isn’t stated doesn’t mean that the detail
doesn’t exist. Take the example of our “Don’t like to
prospect” guy above. If he won’t prospect, and you’re
hiring for a prospecting job, why wouldn’t you want
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to know now (while it’s still free) that this is the wrong
person for you?

Me: “Why do you think the past sales trainer didn’t deliver
results?” (Note that I didn’t ask why he was expensive.)
Him: “Well, he just came in with a canned program and
he didn’t take any time to learn our business. So, he wasn’t
speaking our language and didn’t relate to our people.”
Now I have something to work with, don’t I?
Me: “Well, what if I spent some time with you and your
people learning the business? I might even go out on a sales
call or two? You’d pay for my time to do it, of course, but we
could have a really impactful and targeted program. Would
that be of interest?”
Fifteen minutes later, I left with a training engagement and a
check. I had that client for three years, until he sold out to a national company (due to growth). The difference was just that one
question that started with the word, “Why.”
Good salespeople know enough to get the details of the conversation. So do good interviewers and hiring managers. That’s the
difference between “average” and “good” or “great.”

Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like You Mean It!” and the President of
SalesForce Solutions, a sales training, consulting, and recruiting firm. For
information on booking speaking/training engagements, consulting, or to sign
up for his weekly E-zine, call 913-645-3603, e-mail TroyHarrison@SalesForceSolutions.net, or visit www.SalesForceSolutions.net.
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A Call for Honesty
and Realism on Bids
By Tom Buxton

Last month we discussed Staples’ “one
cent sale” for the state of New York under
its new office supplies contract and some
of the issues it created.
As reported by the Associated Press,
performance under the new contract has
been less than stellar, with state government purchasers in New York complaining
about the problems they’ve encountered
finding many of the bargain items in stock,
with some back ordered for at least a
month or simply not being available at all.
My guess is that by now Staples will have
argued that they were “shocked” by the
spike in demand that occurred on items
like chair mats and batteries and should
not be held to providing any more than
last year’s usage. Unfortunately for Staples, their contract includes no provision
for such an arrangement and I hope that
New York does its duty and rejects any
such defense.
Personally, I hope to see the contract be
rescinded or resigned and that all other
under cost bids disallowed. Ultimately, I
would like to see a multi-vendor award
created that includes independents but
for many reasons when it comes to this
and many other bids, I suspect I’m doing
little more than “wishing upon a star.”
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This is part of a spiral that began years
ago and which, with Staples’ one penny
pricing, has now reached an absurd level.
And sadly, the big boxes are not the only
ones who indulge in under-cost bidding.
Too many independents also engage in
the practice, because they believe that
the market demands it.
Isn’t it time we stopped and isn’t it time
that purchasing groups within business
and the government admitted that the
current “lowest price” methodology is fatally flawed?
I know, many of you will say, “Buxton is
once again going off on a fool’s mission to
try and fix a problem that can’t be fixed.”
You are certainly entitled to that opinion
and you may indeed be at least partially correct. Purchasing agents are more
determined than ever to “find the bottom” and there are certainly vendors who
apparently are more than willing to help
them, even if it leads to the kind of accusations and bad press Staples is currently
facing. But is that how you want to live?
Let me put it another way, I think our own
sense of common decency, not to mention any religious affiliation we may have,
should inform our actions. I know we can
be honest and be competitive at the same
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time and if that also helps us stand out
from our competitors then it’s a particularly desirable approach to take.
I also know, from my own experience, that
it’s an approach that can often be successful. Here are a few tactics I have used
or admired over the years as viable alternatives to diving to the bottom at all costs:
n If a bid is mostly or completely
based on price and the purchasing
agent won’t meet with you, don’t
bid. Someone else probably has
the relationship anyway.
n If you can meet with the purchasing agent, ask them how they
intend to address the issue of under cost bidding. Do they see the
problem with such tactics? If they
don’t care about anything but the
lowest price, consider not bidding
or feel free to bid under cost.
n If you do bid in a price-only scenario, provide the customer two
separate lines, one showing your
direct cost and the other your
price to the customer.
n Try harder to find pain and establish good relationships before the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 51
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Honesty - continued from page 50
bid. That way you can possibly
become their coach and improve
your chances of winning. (See
below for a compelling example of
how this can work.)
n Create pain where there isn’t any
from their usage report. If they are
not using the correct products
for their circumstances, offer to
demonstrate a few that will save
them more money before the bid.
Over the years and as recently as the past
month I have been involved with numerous successful bids and unsolicited offers
that used one or more of these ideas to
intrigue and often win or retain customers.
The most exciting example of this type of
success occurred with a company that
you would all know well, so I cannot use
their name.
We were in a bid situation and up against
all of the large competitors. The customer
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wanted some 2,200 items priced (their entire spend) with an estimated annual value
of around $2.4 million.
For our bid, we listed our cost next to our
price on each item and when we met with
the head of purchasing prior to the bid to
discuss our reasoning, she seemed to understand.
But when one of our competitors priced
the same items at more than 15% below
us —a difference of more than $400,000—
she had a few questions.
In fact, I remember her exact words were,
“What the heck happened?” I told her we
had priced all of her items at the margin
we had stated in an “across the board”
manner as she had requested.
She asked me what she should do and I
responded, “Buy from them, but first ask
two questions: Will they substitute products without prior notification and how
long will they retain the bid pricing?”
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She asked the rep from the other company those questions and fortunately they
told the truth. The other company would
substitute anything they wanted to and
could only “honor” the pricing for three
months. The result: The customer stayed
with us.
In the past, I have used this strategy in
many other bid situations with great success. Did we win them all? No, but that’s
all right. I know and you know that you will
never win every bid unless you price it in a
manner that will come back to haunt you.
And you know what? I don’t want to be
“haunted” by my actions in business.
How about you?

Tom Buxton, founder and CEO of the InterBizGroup
consulting organization, works with independent
office products dealers to help increase sales
and profitability. For more information, visit www.
interbizgroup.com.
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